
 

 

 

Japan’s Prime Minister comes under fire at UN climate talks  

 

Bonn, Germany (PANA) - A network of international civil society groups has slammed Japan’s Prime 
Minister Taro Aso's expected announcement on Wednesday on his c o untry’s 14 per cent 
emission cut from 2005 levels by 2020, describing the decision as “appalling” and an assault on 
the UN climate talks currently taking place i n Bonn, Germany. 
 
The groups charged that the announcement would seriously undermine global effort s to tackle 
dangerous climate change and could mean a huge set-back for internat i onal negotiations going 
on in Bonn aimed at a new global deal to be agreed in Co p enhagen, Denmark, in December. 
 
The civil society says the 14 per cent emission cut equals to a mere 7 per cent cut from 1990 
levels, charging that Aso’s weak target is a gift for heavy indust r ies in sectors like steel, power 
and cement. 
 
“When signing the Kyoto Protocol, Japan was already committed to a six per cent cut from 1990 
levels, to be achieved from 2008 to 2012. The new Aso target would mean that Japan reduces 
only one per cent extra by 2020, effectively giving dirt y industries the freedom to pollute without 
limits for eight years,” Kimiko Hirat a from the Kiko Network said Tuesday at a press briefing. 
 
Srinivas Krishnaswamy from Greenpeace India who spoke at the same briefing said there was 
need for the current state of negotiations to shift from “game blaming ” and engage in serious 
discussions if progress was to be made ahead of the Copen h agen conference in December. 
 
The new UN treaty for fighting global warming due to be agreed in Copenhagen in December is 
to follow on the first phase of the Kyoto Protocol, which expires at the end of 2012. 
 
Some civil society groups said there was need to inject greater momentum into th e talks and turn 
the draft negotiating texts now on the table into a blueprint f o r a sufficiently ambitious 
Copenhagen agreement 
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